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Editor's Note 
 

“To make a quill pen, you first had to catch your bird.”–Anonymous 
 
 

Movement 
 

After the first wave of COVID-19, Nigerian youth declared a lockdown protest 
against another virus eating us up: Police brutality. Refusing to remain sheer 
grumbletonians, in the words of Wole Soyinka, they stormed the streets of 
Nigeria with placards heavy with hashtags such as #EndSARS, 
#EndPoliceBrutalityInNigeria, #ReformPoliceNG, etc. While the brutal unit, 
SARS, was disbanded, the clamour snowballed into other needs that are equally 
sacrosanct #NASSPayCutNow, #5for5, #EndBadGovernance, amongst others. 
We at the QuillS worship the souls of those who fell, whose lives were ended by 
the country; we declare this issue as a candlelight for them. 
 

It is good to fall down, the unfortunate thing that can happen to anyone is to stay 
down. The heatwave of COVID-19 burnt and is still burning the universe. Its 
wounds are yet to heal. But we move. We move into the arena of our various and 
common struggles. We move into survival. We get "back to work" in the words 
of Elon Musk when declared the richest man in the world few days ago. This 
meteoric movement from the bottom of the list was during the pandemic. They 
say the difference between here (our current condition) and there (our dream or 
vision) is "T" which stands for Time. So while we wait for our time, we should do 
what the clock does: move. Keep moving. 
 

In the spirit of the above, I welcome you into the 7th issue of our journal. Our 7th 
Issue bears haibun that carry networks of hope amidst terror, poems that rise 
from the mud of depression into the water of fortitude, proses that interrogate 
our fears amidst beautiful artworks that promise forlorn. We appreciate our 
contributors for keeping this Journal going. And I specially appreciate the new 
team of editors for their intense effort at making this issue a collection of fine 
works. 
 

Quickly, we have spread our tentacles in the haiku category to accommodate 
other Japanese Forms vide Tanka and Senryū alongside their varieties. We hope 
that you enjoy this issue. 
 

Read. Enjoy. Appraise. Digest. 

 
 
Taofeek Ayeyemi (Aswagaawy) 
Editor-in-Chief 
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Deborah Ajilore (Ondo, Nigeria) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Ready to Burn it all 
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Deborah Ajilore (Ondo, Nigeria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Rooftop merriment 
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Deborah Ajilore (Ondo, Nigeria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reflection 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________ 
Deborah Ajilore (Afrofille) is a Nigerian poet, storyteller and photographer. She has published 
some of her works in the Symphony of Solitude (2020) anthology, the National Association of 
Writers (NAW) anthology (2020), The African Writers Review, and Praxis Magazine amongst 
others. She is currently studying French Education at the Adeyemi College of Education, Ondo 
State. You can reach her at hargeedebbie@gmail.com 
 

mailto:hargeedebbie@gmail.com
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Hope 
Christina Chin (Malaysia) 

 
rain on the green leaves 
... in the dug well  
frogs' chorus  
 
The wind is shifting fast. It can bring about a sudden dry spell or storm. In 
the upper reaches of the rivers, boats crash in the shallows of rapids.  
We pray for rain.  
This place is so remote, there is no weather report.  
... now this rumour of people dying in faraway places.  
A gist of which is caught in a foreign dialect over the radio.   
Diminishing...  
the hope of meeting loved ones becomes a dream.  
 
two rivers meet  
torrential rain floods  
the city 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Christina Chin is a Malaysian painter and writer of haiku. She is 1st prize winner of the 34th Cherry 
Blossom Sakura Festival Haiku Contest (2020), 1st prize winner in the 8th Setouchi Matsuyama Photo-
haiku Contest (2019) and won two City Soka Saitama's 2020 haiku prizes. She is published in journals and 

anthologies including Japan's haiku monthly magazine, Haikukai (俳句界) (christinachin99@gmail.com) 
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Running Out of Excuses 
Christine "Chrissi" L. Villa (Sacramento, California) 
 
I never knew when I would see him next. There has always been no 
specific day, no specific time. The only thing I have been able to count on is 
the distinct humming of his car telling me that he has come back.       
      
Tonight, he said he was coming by at 7 pm. My heart couldn’t stop 
thumping. It was louder than the ticking of the clock in the dining room. 
Soon, I heard his car screeched to a stop in front of my house. The sound of 
his footsteps was as quick as the words playing over and over in my head. 
He said he missed me over the phone. I couldn’t wait to tell him that we 
could stop missing each other so much if we started living together. The 
possibility didn’t seem like a remote idea anymore. But only for those 
precious seconds. . . 
 
more acorns 
falling on the ground . . . 
I wake up one day 
finding myself running 
for cover 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________ 
Christine "Chrissi" L. Villa is an all-around creative explorer. She is a children's book author, 
haiku and tanka poet, publisher, speaker, photographer, visual artist, and a crafter. Her books, 
poems, photos, and artwork have won awards and recognition. Her collection of Japanese 
short-form poetry is entitledThe Bluebird’s Cry. Chrissi is the founding editor of Frameless Sky 
and of Velvet Dusk Publishing. She is also the editor of Ribbons.  www.christinevilla.com 
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Assault Rifle Problem  
Hemapriya Chellappan (Pune, India) 
 
 
peekaboo 
the moon behind  
a haystack 
 
"Honey, where did the salt go?" asks my husband. 
  
When I married him I made an oath to myself: as long as I am going to live 
in this house with this man I will place them salts strategically on the 
kitchen counter in full view.  
 
 
we walk apart  
in meditative silence  
Dandi March 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________ 
Hemapriya Chellappan is a haikai poet, illustrator and haiga artist who resides in Pune, India. 
She took to Japanese literary short forms in the summer of 2019. Ever since her works have been 
published in various international print journals and e-magazines including The Heron’s Nest, 
Wales Haiku Journal, Hedgerow, Acorn, The Cicada’s Cry, Prune Juice and other notable 
publications. Her work has also appeared in Living Senryu Anthology and podcasts. When she 
isn’t daydreaming she writes jokes, sketches landscapes, hums old songs and makes excellent 
tea. 
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Reprieve 
Tiffany Shaw-Diaz (America) 
 
Nothing quite compares to the night sky of my dreams. Constellations, 
planets, and stars are so large I can see even the most minuscule of details. 
And let’s not forget about the colors of these celestial objects. Radiant, and 
in every shade of the rainbow, I could gaze at them for hours, and 
sometimes, I do.  
 
eyes closed 
a little joy within  
this ache  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Tiffany Shaw-Diaz is a Pushcart Prize and Dwarf Stars Award nominee who also works as a professional 
visual artist. Her poetry has been featured in Modern Haiku, The Heron’s Nest, Bones, NHK World 
Haiku Masters, The Mainichi, and dozens of other publications. Her first chapbook, says the rose, was 
published by Yavanika Press in 2019, and her second chapbook, filth, was published by Proleteria in 2020. 
shawdiaz@gmail.com 
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Mask  
Adeyeye James Oluwatobi (Nigeria) 

 
Nights arrive with gallery  
of dying dreams - 

Men appear as shadows  
Fading into the night  
Mourning steals songs from the lips of birds  
Babel sprouts, God is summoned for the dawn going dim  
But the dawn still fold arms  
Obstinacy has taught the sky not to break  
& cry out pain  
Lodging in its bones  
fear is not drowning  
light is stuck somewhere  
In the tunnel of instability   
In the grip of news echoing; 
Students resume tomorrow  
Corona has found cure  
My father sighed today & 

I asked him why he did  
He said "tomorrow wears an unknown face, 
strolls on our streets  
& the sky follow" 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
_________________________ 
Adeyeye James Oluwatobi is an Electrical /Electronics Engineer and a poet. He explores the intersection 
between human conditions and faith in his works. He's a best of the net nominee 2020, His work death is 
beautiful was listed among the top 100 poems for the 2019 Nigerian Students Poetry Prize. His works 
have featured or forthcoming in many anthologies and journals including African Writer, Praxis 
magazine, libretto magazine, Rising Phoenix, Parousia magazine, odd magazine, Eskimopi. He is a 
Contributor with the Best of Africa magazine. 
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In the Chrysalis of Nature 

Ramon, Sofiat Omowumi (Nigeria) 

 
I love the early sun's kiss on my forehead; 
the gentle dab of dawn's breeze on my skin; 
I love how the grass peeps from earth's womb 

and how they rinse my feet with dew 

like a new bride; 
I love watching grown weeds as they wait 

for the sharp words of cutlass; 
I love watching the tranquil mountains,  
sitting in earth's belly, watching every mankind; 
I love the conversation between pebbles 

and broom every dawn; 
The incomprehensible murmurs of the 

gushing tap waters with buckets; 
and the murmurs of wind with the 

flat leafy ears of banana tree.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Ramon, Sofiat Omowumi, a Nigerian from Ekiti State, is 18 and an undergraduate of English and 
Literary studies in Federal University, Oye-Ekiti. sofiatomowumi1999@gmail.com 
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Rain can never tell 
Ajao Ibrahim Bello (Nigeria) 
 
The sun has gone on a vacation 
making darkness the new name  
of the boiling clouds.  
 
The thunder moulds and clapped  
above the streets, giving 
a tip of the judgement day's iceberg.  
 
Our roofs did not cry for  
help when August took  
a break from the sky cries.  
 
September came depressed,  
it cried everyday like a baby 
whose mother has refused to milk. 
 
Every day is a witness 
of its downpour and moodiness. 
Even this morning -  
 
a moment of mourning 
a friend with flowers  
was spent in the tears from the sky. 
 
Rain can never tell 
how much I was beaten 
to stupor, intoxicated  
 
with cold and feelings.  
All in my green Khaki,  
I returned to Abakaliki. 
____________________________ 
Ajao Ibrahim Bello is young Nigerian Poet writing from the South-Eastern part of the country. He is a 
graduate of Sociology and has majored his writings on both societal and natural occurrences. He is an 
award winning Poet and some of literary works has featured on different anthologies and magazines 
such as the Pangolin review, Ngiga review, and others. You can find him on Twitter @Ibbwrites. 
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from a land waiting for no one 
Abdulalim Ajenifuja (Meritborne) (Nigeria) 
 
I came from the opposite of elsewhere, a place  
where days are nights are roadmaps to anguished norms.  
Where languages converse with lips willing ethos from the  
Lungs of winged voices. 
I came from a sunbird becoming  
a heart, beating freedom in the south of Africa, in her north, 
as a bird whose arteries run east to west, 
and veins, maps ferrying oneness to chad.  
I came from mantras of independence - 
Echoes like whispering cowries in the crannies  
of Benin, of Igbos, of Yorubas, of Hausas, of survival  
and a clench of fingerless black fists. 
I came from the memory of a land's future, where we wake up  
into the sun and make it look at us, before we look  
at it and tell it that we come from human. From a  
land that consoles itself before its dwellers. From homes  
where voices beget who hear them before who speak them. 
 I came from here, a land waiting for no one  
to catch up - transmogrifying from broken pasts 
into time picking stories.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
______________________________ 
Abdulalim Ajenifuja (Meritborne) is a poet and spoken word artiste from Lagos. He has been a two year 
editor for the pathfinder magazine, Abeokuta. His writings have appeared on PIN, African Writer, Novel 
Afrique, Pathfinder Magazine, The Quills, and elsewhere. When he's not writing, he's singing and 
designing interfaces. He is a melodious performer of poetry who anchors IQues, a weekly show on 
Silverbird Television. 
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Wieslaw Karlinski (Namyslow, Poland) 
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Wieslaw Karlinski (Namyslow, Poland) 
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Wieslaw Karlinski (Namyslow, Poland) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________ 
Wiesław Karliński  – teacher, tourist journalist, haiku poet. Lives in Namyslow, Poland. He has 
degree in Russian language and literature. Since 2009 his haiku and haiga have been published 
in books, journals and online, translated into many languages. One of founders of Polish Haiku 
Society. Much of his inspirations comes from travels in Polish, Scandinavian and Balkan 
provinces. He wrote 300 articles connected with tourist and kulinary attractions were published 
in Polish journals.  
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Broken Boy 
Owolabi Awwal Olanrewaju (Osun, Nigeria) 
 
“Smile boy, smile.” Those were the last words I heard before I finally 
closed my eyes. Spelling g-r-i-e-f is like peeling onions, each letter comes 
with a drop of tears. Little wonder my grandma told me to save my tears 
till I become a man. Perhaps, she knew I’ll later need them. Growing up, I 
was told a man is made to shoulder a thousand pains, to walk on thorns, so 
each day I shrink into debris of dust maimed by the responsibilities the 
society throws at me. Boys like me carry their grief in a box of mayonnaise, 
we do not smear it on our face, rather, we move around hoping life offers a 
bread of comfort.  
 
Early twenties, I hoisted a flag of blazing dreams. I was in my prime, 
thinking life is a bed of roses until she dealt me a big blow, like Isreal 
Adesanya against Paulo Costa. I just got admitted into the polytechnic 
when I met Sandra, a blonde. They say love is like water, colorless, 
odorless and in fact, race-less, so in it, we fell. She came into my life at a 
time when loneliness was gathering clouds in my heart, and I showered 
her with enough love and affection, until one day when our world came 
crashing like the infamous wall of Jericho.  
 
“Boo, what are you getting me for my birthday?” she asked one afternoon 
as we were both returning from school. “Ermm… Let’s see what 
happens…you know…you… you know I’m broke now.” I managed to say, 
stuttering. “But why are you always broke?”  That question triggered a 
thousand emotions in me, words capable of murdering a man’s ego, so I 
dipped my hands inside my trouser and walked home silently, feeling 
empty. It was then my friend’s words began to make sense to me, he would 
always say “Love is a responsibility, and only the rich should chase it.” 
 
Gradually, she started avoiding my calls and would make excuses when 
we bump into each other on campus. “I’m sorry, quite busy for the exams. 
You should be busy studying too,” and she would leave in the company of 
her friends, I couldn’t study on my own as I keep getting distracted, no 
wonder a psychologist once said, “Heartbreak is the most critical of all 
illness.” I decided to pay my friend a visit to help calm the chaos from 
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gaining momentum in my heart but met a thunderstorm that swept me off 
my feet. 
 
“Ho-ly Ghost! Fire! Oh my God! Sweet Jesus,” where the words that kept 
emanating from his room, albeit in hushed tones, I waited outside for some 
minutes before he could finish his prayer session so I busted in to ask him 
when he became an hard-core believer, but I saw my Sandra half-naked 
sweating like she had just won a relay race. I collapsed before she could 
recite the ‘I can explain line’. I woke up with a frown on my face 
surrounded by a man-in-white. “You’re in the hospital” he said before I 
could ask. At that moment, I remembered a friend’s favorite quote, “Love 
is a double-edged sword, sometimes it kills, and sometimes it heals.” I 
closed my eyes feigning sleep, hoping I would wake up at the other side.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Owolabi Awwal Olanrewaju is a young Nigerian writer who hails from Osun State. He choose 
to express his feelings in black and white, You can follow him on Facebook via @ Tibzy Baba 
N'la 
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Stone Shadows 
Hifsa Ashraf (Rawalpindi, Pakistan) 
John Hawkhead (Bradford on Avon, United Kingdom) 
 
crossing mountains . . .     JH 
a broken path leads away 
from the crescent moon 
 
finding my place      HA 
another lost trail of butterflies 
 
shapes in the mist JH 
my compass needle  
points back at me  
 
echoes of time  HA 
rupturing my purple skin  
 
star tracking  JH 
in the company of stones 
the path darkens  
 
lost in the trail                                                           HA 
of an irregular galaxy 
 
bent double    JH 
stumbling again and again 
into reality  
 
dark circles    HA 
pushing me toward annihilation  
 
coming to a halt    JH 
at the glacier’s base 
terminal moraine  
 
melting point    HA 
jumping from one delusion to another  
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shadow walker JH 
stepping out of myself 
into myself  
 
listening to my voice HA 
in the dark abyss of anonymity  
 
stumbling forward  JH 
I still cannot outrun 
my shadow  
 
another dark line  HA 
overstepping the unknown boundary  
 
still silence  JH 
I move ever deeper  
between light and dark 
 
beyond the horizon  HA 
my soul falls like a falling star 
 
even the abyss  JH 
has darker corners 
the edge beckons 
 
the crimson sky  HA 
blends with the dark 
 
teetering over  JH 
petals of night 
my stone in the well 
 
silhouette of ravens HA 
rippling echoes of the heart 
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Moonfall Horizon 
 
love saga HA 
the interwoven threads 
of shimmering waves 
 

in our orbit jh 
yesterday’s dreams 

 
back and forth  HA 
my thoughts reflect 
on the silver orb 
 

melancholy spells jh 
starlight trapped in the dark 

 
midnight vigil  HA 
arcing the sky 
spirals of light 
 

moonfall moment jh 
words lost to the sea 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________ 
John Hawkhead is a writer and visual artist whose work has been published all over the world. His book 
'Small Shadows' is from Alba Publishing. 
 
Hifsa Ashraf is an award-winning poet, editor, author, and a story writer. Her first individual chapbook 
about workplace Islamophobia is Working with Demons by Proletaria Publishing, 2020. Her first 
collaborative chapbook with Alan Summers is The Comfort of Crows by Velvet Dusk Publishing, 2019. 
Please visit her blog to view her published work.  hifsays.blogspot.com 
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Axis 
Tia Haynes (Lakewood, Ohio) 
Bryan Rickert (Illinois, USA) 
 

 
that first date... 
each point 
of the big dipper 
telling me 
to go home 
 
dog star  
through the window 
those nights 
with your lips 
exploring me 
 
steady gaze 
of the shadowed moon 
how easily 
my wedding ring 
slips back on 
 
the longing 
of Altair and Vega 
our night 
together 
so long ago 
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Roadrunners    
Bryan Rickert (Illinois, USA) 
Peter Jastermsky (Morongo Valley, California) 
 
 
desert sunrise  
 
     waiting for coffee 
     the taste of new mornings 
     in its bitter kiss 
 
all the colors 
 
     rekindled embers 
     last night's chill 
     still in the bed roll 
 
of the cholla blossom  
 
     lost in the mesquite 
     a dream 
     returns to sand 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Bryan Rickert is the Haiku Society of America Midwest Regional Coordinator and has been published in 
a number of fine journals and anthologies. His book Fish Kite is available through Cyberwit Publishing. 
He is the editor at The Living Senryu Anthology and the new Co-Editor of Failed Haiku Journal of 
Senryu. 
 
Peter Jastermsky is an award-winning haikai poet. A Best of the Net and Dwarf Stars nominee, his 
writing has been widely published. Peter’s books include Steel Cut Moon (Cholla Needles Press, 2018), 
No Velcro Here (Yavanika Press, 2019), Failed States (Bones Library, 2020), and The Silence We Came For 
(Yavanika Press, 2020). 
 
Tia Haynes is an American haikai poet whose chapbook, Leftover Ribbon, shortlisted for the 2019 
Touchstone Distinguished Book Awards (available on Amazon). In January of 2021, she will taking over 
as the editor of Prune Juice: a journal of senryu, kyoka, haibun, & haiga. 
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My Mother and Me in the Epistolary of a Dark Room 
Shitta Faruq Ademola (Nigeria) 
 
so i ask the specter of my mother poking 
through the louvres that hang itself up - like an  
accused ready to kiss the dust with his tongue.  
 
How well do i travel the race of my heart 
when my lens marries the oceans.  
 
I can't breathe, & I know          because just yesterday, the stench of 
liquor still embraced the hands of the room & my father  
is still sitting by the grave of the boy his car kissed reading  
every pages of insults - curses - fights - and the breaking of 
glass by sympathizers               because my skin is the food 
the mouth of his lashes will feast on for the night       because the darkness 
around my sister’s thigh is where he will walk into, his mouth 
asking for light.               because our mother is still holding her tears 
well up at the back of the faint light cursing whatever angel is in charge of every 
soul.  
singing her cursed fate to the water          because i am running with my heart in 
leg 
and this Red sea is not splitting - Pharaoh and his chariots are clogging my hands 
and 
Israelites.  
 
The response of my mother is a fire that is dreamed of 
burning every walls of my tongue - 
 
Boy, Count every stars by its falls 
A mother will not sing lies to her son 
Run like the world is after your every steps 
Build a castle for your safety.  
Jump up when necessary, sing when there is no voice,  
Die when there is no life, worship the darkness with light.  
 
 
_________________ 
Shitta Faruq Ademola is a late teen Nigerian Writer Writer and Poet eating and drinking from his room 
in Nigeria. He loves fair ladies, Simi's voice and Scrabbles. Say hi on twitter @Shittafaruqademola 
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[because your mother is salt]  
Rahma O. Jimoh (Nigeria) 
 
sometimes your head is a contour of jagged wires, 
and your life is a funnel for jumbled fire. 
you wake rarely with a smile, as it quickly fades 
into a hazy smoke, opening the window for tears 
to trickle, to fill up the holes hiding in your heart, 
playing hide and seek in the craters of heart breaks 
and ancillary holes, endless and bottomless. 
 
but you do not know the real taste of tears, 
they do not choke you or make your eyes swell. 
your mother's smile, a speck of sunlight, 
your mother's smile, an antidote to life's bruises, 
your mother's smile, the secret ray behind twilight. 
your mother, a salt on your dry tongue, in your stale food. 
even your tears are salt-like because your mother is salt, 
she absorbs them up like a bale of wool, 
or soaks them away like a handkerchief. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

______________________ 
Rahma O. Jimoh is a poet and nature photog and writes on humanity, identity and politics. She’s a lover 
of nature and tourism. She has been published or forthcoming in Ninshar Arts, The Hellebore, Serotonin 
and other literary journals. She was a joint winner, Pin 10-day poetry challenge, 2019, Second runner up 
in the Poesy writers contest 2019, a top ten in the Hysteria writing contest. She is a 2020 Pushcart Prize 
Nominee. She is Poetry Editor for The Quills and Contributor at Best Of Africa. She tweets 
@dynamic_rahma 
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THE BLUE MEDAL OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY 
John Chizoba Vincents (Nigeria) 
 
We've to laugh in-between these lines &  
pause to stretch our bodies to occupy space. 
It'll weave itself into forms of matter & grief. 
I'm marked for destruction & the man of 
this planet shouldn't allow living ghost roam 
on his planet holding the missals, the rosary 
& the blue medal of the blessed Virgin Mary. 
God handed over my funeral clothes to me & 
My sister could not find me in my mother's 
Prayer points on the altar last Sunday service; 
& Standing in front of the Statue of Mary 
reminded me of how I cut the sky to bleed 
because I wanted the rainbow to shed its colours, 
you won't see me in this poem; 
You'll only see me in hell holding fire for  
Satan as a mark of death & suffering. 
I was never taught how to envy my skin, 
I was only taught how to hide under it. upon  
the silence in my bedroom, grief is a friend. 
I'm an unforgivable sin in the heart of men, 
A moth like me will always dance to flame.  
Adrien Vachette's soul had no blood when  
he killed a soul like mine in the hands of a 
father who baptized himself in an inexorable 
Fanatic brand of Catholicism, he sold us all. 
At 10, my body has completed a whole elegy 
to bury men of like-minds who religion bent. 
I'm a body on fire, death hasn't forgotten 
my name each time I pass the growing night 
holding the blue medal of blessed Virgin Mary. 
 
 
__________________________________ 
John Chizoba Vincents become the names of three people who deliberately see through each other. 
Sometimes, they are at war with each other and at times, they are the ties that never got broken. They: 
Them: Us: We represent Boys and their Anatomies, Men and their vulnerabilities, and Humans and their 
imperfections. Between them are rosy track roads that are rough and tough. They live in a lonely room in 
Lagos, Nigeria. 
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I Find Myself in a Dream 
Babatunde Waliyullah Adesokan (Nigeria) 
 
 

where your sight weaves a passion 
 

fiercer 
 

than words, where 
 

in the dead of the night, you 
 

set something in me ablaze. 
 

a fire that never sleeps, but 
 

burns. Like a wildfire 
 

crackling through senses. 
 

when sun has slept, we can do 
 

night things. The moon, a shield 
 

that pulls us close. Before we 
 

wake. Before the dawn breaks, 
 

let us stay longer 
 

in this flirtatious dream 
 

Before we wake to another 
 

argument that comes with 
 

the dawn. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Babatunde Waliyullah Adesokan (Toonday) is from Oyo-town. He currently works with Firstbank, 
Nigeria. Graduated from Obafemi Awolowo University, he is a lover of poetry; a lover of everything that 
breathes. He tweets  @tunde_adesokan (adesokantoonday@gmail.com) 
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The Bottle 
Ifenaike Michael Ayomipo (Nigeria) 
 
Dele left his one-room apartment depressed; the news on the television had 
shattered him. He walked down the street, numb, hearing nothing except 
the voice of his woes, screaming.  
 
"What is killing people isn't Covid-19, it's frustration. How will private 
school teachers survive?" He thought. 
 
He had been wandering for a while now. He could in the distance see a bar 
with a lintel that had an inscription which read, "Drink Away Sorrow". He 
had read it before, but he'd never taken it serious, until now.  He decided to 
drown his dolour. On entering the bar, he saw men immersing themselves 
in bottles.  He requested for a bottle of McDowells before he sat himself on 
a sofa with a thin smile. Shortly afterwards, a chubby-looking attendant 
delivered the ordered drink. In three huge gulps, it was all over. 
 
Afterwards, he settled his bills and rose to his feet with a tottering body 
that made him look like a brakeless bicycle. Once he managed to step 
outside the bar, he flagged down a motorcyclist and incoherently gave 
some directions. Luckily, the motorcylist understood and the journey 
started.  
 
As the motorcycle hummed on the road, Dele, like a child clung to the 
motorcylist's back. Clearly, his woes had gone now —he could feel a new 
sensation, his eyes betraying him. However, he hoped that he would safely 
arrive his destination.  And he did. 
 
As he staggered into his one-room apartment, he found Siju, his daughter, 
sleeping on a mat. He wondered where his wife had gone but he didn't 
mind. Before he could jump on the bed to have the nap of his life, his eyes 
fell on Siju again. At once his dancing eyes caught her braless chest, her 
firm and pointed nipples, and the spotless thighs that stretched beneath her 
bum-short. It was too fascinating to be resisted.  
 
Dele toddled to where she slept, lifted and threw her on his veiled 
matrimonial bed. By now she was awake, confused, motionlessly looking 
at her father as he strangely undressed her. 
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“Siju, let's have some fun” She could perceive the odour oozing out of her 
father's mouth.  
 
“Daddy, what are you doing?” She asked, her small eyes bearing 
disapproval as she tried to wriggle free. 
 
“I am your father!” He bawled, squeezing the two hills on her chest. She 
screamed, struggling to break free as she watched her father unzipping his 
trousers.  
 
Just then, the door creaked. Dele's wife, Elizabeth, had arrived, the noise 
had caught her attention. At once, she rushed towards the veiled bed. 
 
“Dele!” She screamed in disbelief, running towards Siju to rescue her from 
the impending incest. 
 
“Has he touched you yet?” Elizabeth asked crying. 
 
“N–no, mummy” 
 
“Dele, what has come over you?! Siju is your daughter!” Elizabeth sobbed. 
Dele didn't respond. His head whirled as he belched repeatedly, so 
Elizabeth could sense that  he was drunk to stupor.  
“He doesn’t drink. I don’t know what pushed him into it. Don’t tell anyone 
about this”  
 
Siju nodded. 
 
Elizabeth hugged Siju as tears cascaded down her face.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________ 
Ifenaike Michael Ayomipo is young Nigerian writer who strongly believes in the mightiness of 
the pen despite its size. Email: ifenaikeayangbemi@gmail.com 
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Christine "Chrissi" L. Villa (Sacramento, California) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
On a Whim 
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Christine "Chrissi" L. Villa 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Dreaming of Summer 
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Christine "Chrissi" L. Villa 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Cast a Spell 
 
 
 
____________________________ 
Christine "Chrissi" L. Villa is an all-around creative explorer. She is a children's book author, 
haiku and tanka poet, publisher, speaker, photographer, visual artist, and a crafter. Her books, 
poems, photos, and artwork have won awards and recognition. Her collection of Japanese 
short-form poetry is entitled The Bluebird’s Cry. Chrissi is the founding editor of Frameless Sky 
and of Velvet Dusk Publishing. She is also the editor of Ribbons.www.christinevilla.com 
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Chasing The Sandman 
Gautam Nadkarni (Mumbai, India) 
 
My buddy Dinesh is a great guy but he has his shortcomings. Always shabbily dressed 
he tends to get distracted easily while being spoken to and his reading includes nothing 
more intellectually stimulating than comic books. Well, I took it upon myself to do 
something about the last mentioned. So when he came over to my place next I Ioaned 
him my copy of Ulysses. That's right. The classic by James Joyce. 
 
Beholding the thick volume Dinu broke out in a sweat. He fingered it gingerly much as 
one would a venomous tarantula which one has grabbed mistaking it for a piece of 
cheese. I chuckled to impress upon him that it was going to be alright. Once you got 
started on it, it was a breeze, I told him. A real page turner, yessir! 
 
To stimulate an interest in it I gave him a brief background of the book. The technique 
was called, stream of consciousness, I informed the poor sap who looked like a death 
row prisoner who has just spotted the hangman hurrying towards him. 
 
"I know it looks intimidating," I said to Dinesh. "But afterwards you will be ever so 
grateful." 
 
So Dinu clutched the volume to his bosom and made off for home. 
 
A week later when I answered the doorbell he burst into my living room very excited. 
 
"By golly, you were right!" he said, clapping me repeatedly on the back until my 
vertebral column looked like turning to jelly. I had to hold him at arm's length before he 
could do any serious damage. 
 
"Did you read it?" I asked my childhood chum. 
 
"Of course, I did," he said, beaming. "I had barely read three pages before I fell into a 
deep, deep sleep. And you know I always suffered from insomnia." 
 
Now he refuses to return the book. 
 
Juhu Beach... 
still patting the earth flat 
after the camel ride 

__________________________ 
Gautam Nadkarni, from Mumbai, India, finds gratification in writing haibun as well as in drawing haiga, 
both with a senryu twist. Writing and publishing haikai poetry since 2007, he tried his hand at haibun 
and haiga only in late 2017 and promptly fell in love with both. He subsequently won the first prize in the 
Jane Reichhold Memorial Haiga Contest in 2017 and again, the third prize in 2019. He is currently senryu 
editor of Cattails Journal. 
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HOMECOMING 
Bakhtiyar Amini (Germany) 
 
world map 
ticking a vacation venue 
with a quill 
 
changing my mind 
for the umpteenth time — 
whistling wind 
 
opening a parcel . . . 
the room filled with 
homeland fragrance 
 
world map 
a fly landing 
on my country 
 
secret date 
checking my heartbeat 
with a rosy palm 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________ 
Bakhtiyar Amini, born in 1975, in Tajikistan is a Poet, translator and author of 5 poetry books 
(1994, 2012, 2014,2020,2020). He now lives in Germany. 
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31-12-2020 
Taofeek Ayeyemi (Abeokuta, Nigeria) 

 
1) i) a year begins like a knife slicing unripe onions 
    ii) the world burns through australian fire 
 
2) an archive becomes a bag of grief poems 
     a) gunshots in kano 
     b) heartbreak (love lost) 
     c) pogrom of rohingya & repression of uighur 
      d) ahmed aubery's chest receives bullets while jogging 
 
3) a virus irrupts into our planet and pauses the world 
 
4) lockdown becomes the new normal, perhaps the most used word. 
 
5) the world learns how to stay safe 
     i) social distancing 
    ii) ablution 
   iii) shopping list: nose mask, sanitizers (etc.) 
   iv) working remotely 
 
6) lockdown deepens 
 
7) george floyd is kneed till he breathes no more 
 
8) bliss (a love is gifted/won) 
 
9) a. #blacklivesmatter 
     b. #endsars 
 
10) a police officer shoots another Black, Jacob Blake, in the back, in front of his children 
 
11) lockdown lightens 
 
12) a year folds up like round peg making its own round hole 
 
 
unhanging 
portraits and calendars . . . 
New Year's Eve 
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ILEYA 
 
Sallah Eve 
even my boxers 
are ironed 
 
burning coal for incense 
I check the khutbah with its fire 
 
photo album 
crossing the head 
of a dead member 
 
bad network 
granny speaks 
into the earpiece 
 
Zikri night 
the unmatched steps 
of granny's dance 
 
pulling my socks 
these feet are too fair 
to be mine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Taofeek Ayeyemi fondly called Aswagaawy is a Nigerian lawyer and writer. His works are 
featured and/or forthcoming in Tuck Magazine, The Quills, Cicada's Cry, Akitsu Quarterly, 
Stardust Haiku, Modern Haiku, Failed Haiku, Frogpond, Cattails, Seashores, Presence, The 
Mamba and elsewhere. He won honorable mention prize in the 2020 Stephen A. Dibiase Poetry 
Prize, 2020 Akita International Haiku Contest, 2020 Fujisan Taisho Tanka Contest, First prize in 
2018 PoeticWednesday Poetry Contest and First Runner-up in 2016 Christopher Okigbo Poetry 
Prize among others. His books Tongueless Secrets (Ethel Press) and aubade at night or serenade 
in the morning (Flowersong Press) are forthcoming in 2021. He tweets @Aswagaawy 
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how dragons steal crescents from the sky 
for the Uyghurs in China 
 

Ibrahim Williams (Nigeria) 

 
one day, during Ramadan, a sin broke 
& everyone stowed away in fear 
  
that the angels will report. but men, 
being who they were, tasted the prisons first. 
  
days went by, spread upon sadness 
that the sun has lost its smile as 
  
mothers & daughters become the bride 
of stolen & plundered identity. 
  
at night, grief is served in big black buckets, 
children stuck in a foreign language & the prisons 
  
grow fatter. in exile, mothers’ souls throw tantrums. 
but the law is clear & simple:  what happens in China stays in China 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Ibrahim Williams is a Nigerian writer, poet and satirist. He is a staunch believer in the prowess of 
creative writing as a potent tool to exert socio-economic and political change in the world. His works 
have appeared in Nantygreens, SerotoninPoetry, Punocracy, Dream Walking, and other literary 
magazines. Presently, he lives in Lagos, Nigeria where he completes his postgraduate degree in the 
English language. Find him on Twitter @ ibn_williams7.  
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TELEGEOGRAPHY 
Nwankwo Prosper (Nigeria) 

 
between a vista of ocean & home displaced families  at the foreign border-
mouths  pray to the wind with rain-accent teleport cities left behind in 
wounded voices thick with the thirst of someone's absence alive peopling 
the inheritance of smokes while their abdicated images make a séance with 
past worlds wrinkle deep in birthplaces of ruins losses carve a new 
philosophy siege names to fit rebirth like water geomaps a mirror of 
history orphaning furnish a brief recovery of antiquity a telegeography of 
children men women & countries i spot the atlantic  empty my tongue   lost 
in the map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________________ 
Nwankwo Prosper O. is a happy-ish Nigerian poet and a Mass communication student. Prosper seeks 
reunion through the accents of poetry that x-rays existentialism, ruins, sensuality and humanity.  Some of 
his works have been featured in EroGospel Praxis & forthcoming elsewhere. Email: 
shielddwillz1@gmail.com 
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BEFORE WE GO BACK 
Abdulmueed Balogun (Nigeria) 

 
Before we go back to the beginning 
to the boughs of a cypress tree, bearing souls as leaves 
 
Before we go to the shores of afterlife  
and seek peace in the solitary mouth of grave 
 
Before we dislodge those mundane burden off our backs, and declare 
ourselves free like unchained liberty  
 
Before we break-free the manacles of parental, family, friendship and 
societal responsibilities, by placing our feet in the shoes of our ancestors 
 
Before we go,  
can we feel the true meaning of peace in our veins? 
can our minds experience undiluted love? 
can we sleep in bed without dread knocking on the doors of our hearts? 
 
can we roam the streets  
without being hit by a stray bullet? 
can our daughters outside stay 
with their pride still intact? 
 
can we send our sons on errands without praying for their safety?  
 
Before we go back,  
can we live the true meaning of bliss? 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Abdulmueed Balogun is currently an undergraduate in the department of Medical Laboratory Science, 
University of Ibadan, Oyo state, Nigeria. Writing poetry has been a dream come true for him, and every 
day he strives to stretch his poetic wings. He's a Nigerian, and can be reached via email- 
abdmueedbalo@gmail.com His poems have been published with reputable poetry organizations like; 
New Horizon, Society of Young Nigerian Writers (Synw), and Indian Periodical. 
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Once bitten twice sh(y)ield 
Fadlullah Balogun (Lagos, Nigeria) 

     
      so much depends on betrayal that  
it wears us magnifying glass of trust. 
     though life— a good and bad affair, like  
the sea, in intermittence, wraps us in its waves, 
     scares us & then returns to wash our feet, 
 
     is a lesson to tame our conscience  
but a horse refuses to pull your cart 
     & you severe its hinds like stubborn grass. 
you ignited an inferno of hatred in my 
     heart & extinguished the harmony we shared. 
 
     imperfection has enslaved the spirit of the god in us 
& made us realize as humans; that we  
     switch sides on our volition to quench our thirst. 
a friend is not a newspaper but one who   
     picks my grief & burns & denigrates it to ashes. 
 
     we won't lose one another in pardoning, 
& remind us our loud silences, unequal halves.  
     I wear a halo of peace  
but I would not open my arms for an embrace 
     til I see your hands devoid of backstabbers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________ 
Fadlullah Balogun writes from Lagos, Nigeria. He writes of physical patterns, evil and cure. His works 
have appeared in Subsaharan magazine, the QuillS, boys are not stones anthology; a country of broken 
boys and forthcoming elsewhere. He loves everything tech, awaiting the day he develops a software for 
transferring thoughts onto pages so that he completes his first chapbook. He tweets and IGs 
@dexterity_inme. / fsquared19@gmail.com 
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SUNRISE: TEACHING MY BROTHER HOW TO PRONOUNCE DEATH 
John Chizoba Vincents (Nigeria) 
 
Today, I started teaching my brother what it means to die. I am teaching 
him how to pronounce death or write it on the pages of his exercise book. 
You know, he started learning how to look at human faces and tell of them 
differently. Once, I helped him send a friend request to Satan, his faces 
emitted the light of excitement. And in the middle of his assorted 
nightmare, he said he would unfollow God on Twitter and Instagram. 
Before then, I'd told him how his birth brought the death of Lingolingo, our 
mother. It’s a happy-sad feeling, you know, being born on the day your 
grandmother died. Maybe we are all pretending to be fine because the 
world gave us no other option than to be fine and live like there's nothing 
called death.  
 
"Here, pronounce it as D-E-A-T-H... It's sweet on the tip of the tongue, sour 
and bitter notes scraping through the rest of your mouth. You must close 
your eyes in the process like when you are in a car heading back to Lagos; 
trying to forget how Aba made you feel. How Aba caressed your skin and 
grinned at you but you can't help it. That is how to leave Death on your 
lips just like you left Aba in your head to bloom, like water stung between 
your teeth, like..." I sniffed and wiped my nose. Our voices lacing together 
like one fabric.  
 
My entire body became one loud thrill until we both fell asleep, wet with 
each other’s thoughts. For breaking myself apart, trusting myself with this 
secret of life, this was how my brother understood death looking at the 
pictures on the walls of my room: 
 
PICTURE I: This is Chukwuemeka Akachi's suicide note hung on the wall. 
The day Akachi died, Chike called me and told me that a poet had died. In 
spite of my busy schedule, I logged in to facebook, copied his suicide note 
and framed it. Each night i look at it, i know death is closer to me than ever 
and i shouldn't be afraid of it. I have learnt how to look at it. 
 
PICTURE II: This is Akachi's “16 Ways To Die.” You see, when you know 
where you’re going to end up, you'll stop fighting and wait for it all to be 
over. I always think facebook would be too painful a reminder of Akachi 
when deeper memories of him are here in this portrait. And whenever i see 
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a different man wearing a different look on his face, I may have to lock 
myself in a goodbye song now and always. 
 
PICTURE III: This is Racheal Adeleke Toluwani. Her face was a stream of 
memory: my oldest memories, her family’s and of those around her. She 
taught me that fighting is an easy route to find a different way to live again. 
 
PICTURE IV: Because every poet has a demon behind him and everything 
he writes. Because every time i remember words written by poets, i 
remember there are spirits behind them and death is as close to poets as 
those words are. This portrait is you and i, it is every writer in a dark room, 
reading, brainstorming and fighting to free himself from breaking. Amen! 
 
PICTURE V: This is Samuel Elias. He was here sometimes ago. His father 
walked around him muted, age drawing down the skin of his face. it was 
killing him that their absence had dug this gaping dungeon between them 
after the sunrise. 
 
PICTURE VI: Because not every writer is happy. Because not every writer 
born in Nigeria is rich and this has made everyone of them hard, depressed 
and lonely. Whenever i take a walk around the streets of Lagos or I'm in an 
airplane heading to Aba, i look at the brown zincs and thought of each 
person underneath there; busy with different things: Some are fucking. 
Some are kissing. Some are romancing. Some are weeping. Some are 
dancing and some are singing in an unknown tune. I think of every writer 
inside every building in Lagos. There is always a tendril of shame 
unfurling into a leafy plant inside every writer in Nigeria. This frame has 
many but one tale to tell of them. Hallelujah! #Error in Connection! #Try 
again! #The number you are calling is switched off, please try again later. 
 
 
PICTURE VII: Inspite of Ernest Hemingway teaching about suicide and the 
colours that represent death. I hid them from my parents and grew out my 
hair, thinking that the weight dropping from my head would lighten the 
one inside of me. Death is not optional, it is a necessary friend, by this I 
mean it’s not a luxury but necessity. Do not mourn when it comes to you or 
your neighbor! 
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PICTURE VIII: Every new born is a name, an origin of butterfly. Ashes of 
forlorn. Burnt dreams. Noisy graveyard. This is not the portrait you see 
always in a photographer's collection. They say, every time a child wishes 
for a pat on the back, he walks up to his mother, not his father. 
 
 
PICTURE IX: Uzakah Timi...? Hunter S. Thompson% Hashtag **** Syvia 
Plath! (#Breaking News) Authur Koslestler. Between// √√ ÷\ Above // 
Akachi @ Uwa#.... #Floyd... #√Error in Frame #Chadwick. Amen! Amen! 
#Rest_In_Power 
 
 
PICTURE X: They had no idea how every breath for suicide is hell. If only 
they had the slightest idea of what it was like to understand with all your 
might that no one has answers to some of your questions, that the one 
talking was not telling you the truth... Our mouths are made of nothing but 
questions, hungry questions bending us into a shape that is starving for 
answers. But who cares about such charity? 
 
 
               **************************** 
 
Take care of yourself, brother. you look so lonely. I won't be here forever! 
When i wander again, cup me into a line or two and remember that dying 
is not only synonymous to living. It is an abstract way of leaving. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________ 
John Chizoba Vincents become the names of three people who deliberately see through each other. 
Sometimes, they are at war with each other and at times, they are the ties that never got broken. They: 
Them: Us: We represent Boys and their Anatomies, Men and their vulnerabilities, and Humans and their 
imperfections. Between them are rosy track roads that are rough and tough. They live in a lonely room in 
Lagos, Nigeria. 
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WHERE DO THE DEAD GO?  
Winifred Kijie Odu (Benin, Nigeria) 
 

It was a terrible afternoon, one I dread to remember. It was our annual sports 
festival day. Two teams were engaged in a football competition. It wasn't an easy 
game as each team tried to knock the other out. We all watched with excitement 
eager to know the winner. All of a sudden, a girl on the field dropped on the 
floor gasping for breath in the middle of the game. People rushed towards her 
and carried her out of the field. I went close to the spot to know what was 
happening. 
 

The girl was on the ground panting for breath, slowly passing away. At the sight 
of this, terror gripped me. I felt fear quaked through me like electricity coursing 
through a cable. Situation as such brings out the weakness in me. There were 
medical practitioners whom I guess weren’t trained for this kind of event, they 
were rather experts for eyes. We were helpless: her eyes twisted to one side, and 
a woman held her mouth to help her breath, behind me. I could hear a woman 
shouting “don’t let her close her mouth” she said it repeatedly, while some other 
people helped to fan her, and at that moment I wondered if the oxygen in the 
open was not enough. 
 

People brought different suggestions, but the failure of their suggestions to yield 
any success was what told us all that the issue was beyond our ability. The more 
she tightened her teeth the more I became scared with my heart beating loud like 
a talking gong. All that came to my head was to pray and within a twinkle of an 
eye I had said ten HAIL MARYS, I felt my eyes already dropping down tears. 
 

When all efforts proved abortive, there was a final suggestion that she should be 
taken to the nearest clinic. I didn’t wait to be invited, seeing the case I decided to 
join those taking her. Myself and two others went with her. At this time, the child 
in me was alive, but I was mindful of the crowd, I knew I was too weak to do 
such things but in this event, I found so much strength. I entered the car with 
them and I held her in my legs. I felt her giving up, at some point she stopped 
breathing. I couldn’t imagine someone dying on me, all I kept saying was “please 
hold on a bit don’t die on me.” These are words I once heard in a movie, I found 
myself making use of pick-up lines. 
 

The driver was driving extra fast, in fact, too fast that we almost hit a vehicle, but 
he wasn’t scared, neither was I. And when it was over he said to me “I don’t 
think I was the one driving that car.” I understood his feelings, I felt the same. 
There was a traffic jam but we mingled our way and finally got to the hospital. I 
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had already lost hope of her making it out alive, she wasn’t breathing, even the 
fanning wasn’t helpful, but after the incident, I accepted these to be my thoughts. 
 

A nurse who received us motioned us to where to keep her. I stood there 
wondering what miracle will happen. God helped me I was serene watching as 
the nurse went on with her duty: it’s my normal way of life with things not 
under my control. I only held strong to my rosary and was reciting it 
unconsciously. The nurse delayed a bit before checking on her. I almost lost all 
patience, but I held myself. All eyes in the hospital were on us, in my mind I told 
myself, “This people don’t know what had happened”. I was having a 
recollection of how it all started, and I kept asking myself “so this is how people 
die?” 
 

The nurse walked up to her where she was laid like a frozen fish. She lifted her 
right hand and pegged a drip in her body, care-freely. I was just looking to see if 
she will come back to life. More questions kept thumping my heart: Was she 
really dead? Do they administer drip to the dead? If she is alive, she won’t be 
that empty. My mind became a cup of hope and fear. But the nurse’s actions gave 
me hope. And when she said she’s actually alive, I felt uncontrollable joy that I 
almost ran out shouting; thank goodness I held my mouth, my palm the noise 
proof. 
 

About an hour later, she regained consciousness. The football match was over; 
some of her team members were around to see her. She couldn’t understand, she 
kept asking “What am I doing here? She was lost in what was going on and can’t 
remember what led to her being in the hospital. 
 

I felt disappointed, I couldn’t imagine she can’t remember a thing, or even don’t 
seem to know if something happened to her. I was confused, how did it happen? 
“Why is it so?” “where was she that she didn’t know she had gone for a while?” 
All these and many more were the questions that kept ringing in my mind, but 
who will answer if not the girl herself. I looked at her and asked “how do you 
feel?” Obviously, she was fine, in fact better than I could imagine. And it hit me 
hard like an axe on a wood. I asked myself “where do the dead go”? My mind 
kept pondering on what had happened and why she can’t recall a thing. But I 
went home thankful that life was restored to her. I went home with thousands of 
unanswerable questions ringing in my head like our church bells. 
 
 
 
____________________ 
Winifred Kijie Odu, a storywriter, poet and advocate of social justice, lives in Benin, Nigeria. 
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Sulola Imran Abiola (Nigeria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Movement 
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Sulola Imran Abiola 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Stories of Ruins 
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Sulola Imran Abiola 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diminishing Return 
 
__________________________ 
Sulola Imran Abiola (The official Sulola) is a native of Oyo state, a Nigerian poet, a public servant, a lover 

of arts and an optimist who believes breakthrough in every life-sniffing situation. Born and bred in the 

bustling city of Lagos state. He writes across all themes. He hopes to get his works journey through far 

and wide someday. He writes & click the shutters from the state of Osun. Tweets via @official_sulola 

Email : abiolaimran88@gmail.com 
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Book review by Michael H. Lester of Will You Still Love Me: A 
Puppy Haiku Story, a children's book by Christine L. Villa 

 
Although I have known Christine L. Villa for a relatively short time, I can 
confidently say she is in love with Haiku (her fun-loving, dedicated, and 
mischievous Maltipoo) and with haiku (a type of short poem from Japan, 
as Sarah Welch describes it in her easy-to-understand, charming, and well-
written introduction to Chrissi’s wonderful new children’s picture book, 
Will You Still Love Me: A Puppy Haiku Book, published by Chrissi’s own 
Purple Cotton Candy Arts). From the very first page of the book, which 
features Haiku in a pirate’s hat, you can tell that Chrissi’s book will be a 
great adventure. 
  
The illustrations by the talented artist, Jiliane Vilches, beautifully capture 
Haiku’s antics with crisp, clean, and simple drawings, rich with vibrant 
colors and subtle shading. Her illustrations of the scenery and furnishings 
look familiar and inviting, like any dog lover’s environment might look. 
 
Chrissi dedicates her book to Haiku, dressed in her favorite outfit . . . aptly, 
a pinkish purple cotton candy colored turtleneck sweater set against a 
beautiful turquoise throw pillow. She looks great! The introduction by 
Sarah Welch, the young daughter of Michael Dylan Welch, Chrissi’s haiku 
mentor, bears another mention for its simplicity and clarity. She begins 
with a haiku from one of Japan’s most famous poets, Issa . . . 
 

雪とけて村一ぱいの子ども哉 
 
yuki tokete mura ippai no kodomo kana 
  
snow melting . . . 
the village is flooded 
with children! 
 
As you can see, this haiku contains a season word and is written in two 
parts. The author uses his sense of sight to describe the moment. What I 
like most about this haiku is how Issa cleverly uses the season word to 
show us how the snow melting floods the village with children. 
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I also like the last haiku in Sarah’s introduction . . . 
 
breezy morning— 
a Yorkie puppy 
catching cherry petals 
  
I can easily picture Haiku jumping up to catch the falling cherry petals. 
What a beautiful scene this creates! 
 
The first illustration jumps out at me. I think it is a purple cotton candy tree! 
The text reads as follows: Will you still love me if I pout until I get what I 
want. Every dog owner knows that one of the most used and most effective 
tricks in the puppy’s bag of tricks to get its owner’s attention is the sad-
eyed pout. The cotton candy tree makes it to the next page, too, where 
Haiku, with a ribbon in her hair and those sad, pouting eyes wants in on 
the ice cream. This clever haiku reminds me of the Issa haiku in the 
introduction . . . 
  
puppy eyes 
my heart melts faster 
than ice cream 
 
only this time, it is the heart that is melting! 
 
Puppies love toys and Haiku certainly has an ample share of them. The 
illustration here is a great example of the simple, crisp, and clean lines 
Jiliane uses to create a warm and familiar scene, complete with little 
touches that bring it to life, like the tiled floor, the plant in the corner, and 
the wardrobe with several of Haiku’s frilly dresses and a good supply of 
doggie treats. A couple of pages later, we find ourselves in the kitchen 
where it looks like something is missing! Sure enough, Haiku has run away 
with the sausages! 
 
cooking dinner 
the pitter-patter 
of puppy paws 
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I am not sure what the season word would be in this haiku, but I like it a 
lot, anyway! Once a puppy has what she wants in her mouth, she will slink 
off to her secret place, hoping she will not be noticed, where she will 
closely guard her prize. 
 
Will you still love me if I mess up your carpet? I got a nice laugh out of this 
one! If you cannot handle watermelon juice on your carpet, you might 
want to get a goldfish instead of a puppy! I love the dishes in the cabinet in 
this illustration. I wonder if I can order some through Purple Cotton Candy 
Arts. 
 
Puppies love shoelaces. I know from my conversations with Chrissi that 
she has actually had a tug of war with Haiku over her shoelaces. Chrissi 
sent me a photo as proof. I do not remember who won the tug of war, but 
as a mother once told me . . . let the kid win this time! There is that pirate 
Haiku flag again on the treehouse, and Haiku looking dashing in his 
purple cotton candy pirate head scarf. To me, it looks like Haiku is winning 
this tug of war! 
 
Dressed as a witch on Halloween, Haiku takes the lead. The haiku for this 
scene meets all the conditions Sarah Welch describes in the introduction, if 
you think almost dusk is a season word. The thing about season words . . . 
they do not have to be explicit. You can use words that suggest a season.  
 
almost dusk . . . 
my puppy takes me back 
the long way home 
 
Sometimes, you just have to let the puppy go where she wants to go, even 
if it means a few extra steps out of your way. It is Halloween in this 
illustration. Chrissi and Haiku are taking us through the seasons. 
 
Puppies love attention and they love to be with their owners, but 
sometimes something distracts them, like a squirrel or a fly. Then, we 
realize how much we love their attention and how hard it can sometimes 
be to get them to come inside when it is time for dinner. I love the 
illustrations of the porch and the yard, and those purple cotton candy 
flowers along the fence! 
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evening chatter 
my puppy listens to 
the buzz of a fly 
 
Will you still love me if I love to chew? It is Christmas! Haiku looks like she 
is chewing a tube of toothpaste, and Chrissi found a sock with a hole in it. 
Hmmm! Who could have done that? 
  
laundry day 
I find holes in my 
missing sock 
 
Now we come to one of my favorite parts of the book! Will you still love 
me if I stick to you like glue? The illustration with the tent and dancing by 
the light of the lamp on the floor is such a happy scene! It reminds me of 
the games children play at night when they are supposed to be sleeping! 
The haiku on the next page is precious. Haiku likes to go wherever Chrissi 
goes and follows her like a shadow. 
 
winter night 
the color of my shadow 
is white 
 
Digging up the yard is another favorite puppy pastime. Will you still love 
me if I dig up the yard? Jiliane’s illustration perfectly captures the moment, 
as does the haiku . . . 
  
rush hour 
my puppy takes her time 
to smell the tulips 
 
One technique Chrissi uses to good effect is the play on words. In this 
haiku, Chrissi contrasts rush hour with the puppy taking her time. This 
gives the haiku an extra dimension, which puts it a notch above the 
average haiku. 
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Finally, as we come to the end of this lovely children’s picture book tribute 
to Haiku, Chrissi make the ultimate pun . . . 
 
If you asked me, “Will you love me no matter what you do?”, I would 
answer, “I will love you always and paw-ever!” 
 
Chrissi ends the book with a series of puppy haiku for all four seasons by 
some of her favorite haiku poets. Many of these haiku illustrate the puppy 
characteristics Chrissi writes about in her book. She also acknowledges the 
people who helped her and encouraged her to write this book. 
 
Chrissi’s children’s picture book, Will You Still Love Me: A Puppy Haiku 
Book, is beautifully and lovingly done from the first page to the last. All 
haiku lovers and dog lovers would be proud to have this book in their 
library and will enjoy reading it over and over to the little ones, who will 
be enchanted and delighted with Chrissi’s book. 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________ 
Christine "Chrissi" L. Villa is an all-around creative explorer. She is a children's book author, 
haiku and tanka poet, publisher, speaker, photographer, visual artist, and a crafter. Her books, 
poems, photos, and artwork have won awards and recognition. Her collection of Japanese 
short-form poetry is entitled The Bluebird’s Cry. Chrissi is the founding editor of Frameless Sky 
and of Velvet Dusk Publishing. She is also the editor of Ribbons. www.christinevilla.com 
 
Michael H. Lester’s work has been widely published in prestigious poetry journals and has won 
numerous awards worldwide. Michael’s recent publications include two illustrated children's 
books, Cassandra and the Strange Tale of the Blue-Footed Boobies, Johnny and Frankie’s 
Summer Sleepover, and a book of poetry, Notes from a Commode: Volume I. 
 

http://www.christinevilla.com/
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Singers of the Scars 
Ishaan Singh Sarna (New Delhi, India) 
 
They are not beggars for sure. I see them every day, seated outside the 
grandiose structure of the mandir, their heads covered with a loose, see-
through cloth and their eyes unfocused, staring into the chaos of car 
headlights zooming past the pavement. 
 
Unlike beggars, they don’t stick out their hands and cajole you to lend 
them a penny or two from your wallet. They don’t beseech you for the 
leftovers you were anyway going to toss into the trash can. They don’t hold 
their sedated babies in their arms and nor do they stop you while you’re 
walking along the pavement they call home. They simply gaze at you in 
anticipation, an indescribable longing stretched across their face. 
 
When the sun clambers back into the horizon and the sky turns orange and 
then blazing red which finally gives way for the darkness to set in, they 
spread out their druggets over the stony walkway and hide under their 
shadows. 
 
They are not beggars or vagabonds. They are the children of the stars; stars 
that hide themselves away from the rest of the cosmos. 
 
foggy morning... 
the dog laps up 
last night’s storm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________ 
Ishaan Singh Sarna is a student from New Delhi, India. Having a penchant for all things poetic, he 
embarked on the journey to explore haiku and related forms of poetry. Ever since he chanced upon haikai 
literature, it has become an essential part of all his creative endeavors. Besides this, Ishaan is also an 
ardent environmentalist, a dog lover, and a committed mental health advocate. My e-mail ID is 
ishaansingh3112@gmail.com 
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KHADIJAT 
Adesina Oluwasegun (Osun, Nigeria) 

 
I drop the ceiling broom, begin to fold the rug. Amongst the papers lying 
and gathering dust there under, I find Khadijat's picture. I had earlier 
deleted her pictures on my phone and laptop, and blocked her on social 
media. Now it seems I can't totally run away from things that trigger her 
memory in my mind. How she'd comfort me during hard times. I can still 
hear a tiny voice telling me "You'd still get this amount of acceptance" the 
day I got 6 rejection letters. But our parents would not stop kicking against 
our affair due to religious differences. 
 
two mice 
scuffle into the pathway . . . 
bush burning 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
Adesina Oluwasegun, a 200 level Pharmacy Student of OAU, is a haijin whose haiku and 
senryu works have appeared in different haiku journals such as The Mamba, Heron's Nest, the 
QuillS, Stardust Haiku, Under the Basho, Wales Haiku Journal, Failed Haiku and elsewhere. 
His haiku won the honourable mention prize in the 2020 Akita International Haiku Contest. He 
is a lover of football and Chelsea fan. 
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Fruits of Labour 
Hemapriya Chellappan (Pune, India) 
Bryan Rickert (Illinois, USA) 
 
 
end of summer 
the rain 
of java plums 
 
ants take their share 
windfall apples 
 
mango sky  
I have my salad  
in the backyard 
 
shorter days 
the coconut emptied 
of all its juice 
 
strawberry picking  
our days under the sun 
 
last guava 
with every bite 
summer returns 
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Morse Code  
Hemapriya Chellappan (Pune, India) 
Bryan Rickert (Illinois, USA) 

 
 
fireflies  
the forest speaks  
in silence 
 
between owl hoots 
the emptiness 
 
witch moon 
the graveyard gate 
opens to no one 
 
flashlight 
its flickering battery 
dies 
 
incense smoke curling  
the midnight hour 
 
shooting stars 
between us 
just wishes 
 
 
 
__________________________________________ 
Hemapriya Chellappan is a haikai poet, illustrator and haiga artist who resides in Pune, India. She took to 
Japanese literary short forms in the summer of 2019. Ever since her works have been published in various 
international print journals and e-magazines including The Heron’s Nest, Wales Haiku Journal, 
Hedgerow, Acorn, The Cicada’s Cry, Prune Juice and other notable publications. Her work has also 
appeared in Living Senryu Anthology and podcasts. When she isn’t daydreaming she writes jokes, 
sketches landscapes, hums old songs and makes excellent tea. 
 
Bryan Rickert lives in Belleville, Illinois USA. In the last number of years Bryan has been published in 
Frogpond, Modern Haiku, Acorn, Presence, Akitsu Quarterly, The Heron’s Nest, Prune Juice, Failed 
Haiku, Contemporary Haibun Online and a number of other fine journals and anthologies. He is also the 
editor at The Living Senryu Anthology. His haiku collection “Fish Kite” is available through Cyberwit 
Publishing. 
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Christina Chin (Malaysia) 
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Christina Chin (Malaysia) 
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Christina Chin (Malaysia) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________________ 

Christina Chin from Malaysia is a painter and haiku poet. She is 1st prize winner of the 34th 
Annual Cherry Blossom Sakura Festival 2020 Haiku Contest; 1st prize winner in the 8th 
Setouchi Matsuyama 2019 Photo-haiku Contest; and won two City Soka Saitama's 2020 haiku 
prizes. She is published in journals and anthologies including Japan's haiku monthly magazine, 

Haikukai (俳句界). Email: christinachin99@gmail.com 

mailto:christinachin99@gmail.com
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reminiscence 
Taofeek Ayeyemi (Abeokuta, Nigeria) 
 

 
portraits of father slide through my mind. i offer a flower vase to each. 
hoping they would one day grow into a man. i stare at the wall clock as if 
to ask it to take me into the past. into the veranda where i cut father's hair. 
into his room where i massage his joints. into my room where i hold a 
phone to my ear as he recites me lullaby and prayers. i look at the ceiling & 
remember when he'd tell us to not become the brothers of ceiling fan. or of 
walnut. i look at my books & say i can give up my bookshelf for father's 
resurrection. on days like this, even a spoon becomes a big deal. i lift his 
plate and cup, wrap them in a show glass & watch them like television. his 
singlet the brevity of a center rug. i slide into his shoe and measure my 
steps as if I will walk into him. i fold his praying mat into my backpack as 
if to spread it is to invite him for a small dialogue. there's a muddy 
footprint on the doormat, i step on it barefooted, let this open my eyes into 
the unseen world. i bathe with his soap and sponge thinking he'll come for 
them. i occupy his space on the sofa chair, open my laptop to a folder that 
is a museum of him, my tablet's gallery displaying his fidau in a slide show. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
_________________________________________ 
Taofeek Ayeyemi fondly called Aswagaawy is a Nigerian lawyer and writer. His works are 
featured and/or forthcoming in Tuck Magazine, The Quills, Cicada's Cry, Akitsu Quarterly, 
Stardust Haiku, Modern Haiku, Failed Haiku, Frogpond, Cattails, Seashores, Presence, The 
Mamba and elsewhere. He won honorable mention prize in the 2020 Stephen A. Dibiase Poetry 
Prize, 2020 Akita International Haiku Contest, 2020 Fujisan Taisho Tanka Contest, First prize in 
2018 PoeticWednesday Poetry Contest and First Runner-up in 2016 Christopher Okigbo Poetry 
Prize among others. His books Tongueless Secrets (Ethel Press) and aubade at night or serenade 
in the morning (Flowersong Press) are forthcoming in 2021. He tweets @Aswagaawy 
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Father Reincarnated 
Ifenaike Michael Ayomipo (Nigeria) 

 
mother had motley of griefs in her songs. 
some for her dead man, the one I called father; 
when I write dead, I mean dead men who are reluctant to die. 
some for me, her son. she feared father would dissolve into an ocean to drag 
me into doom someday. 
my sister was the only thing she owned. mother auctioned her prayers into 
search party to find and save me, 
but it seemed i ran faster than them. 
i stood chuckling when father's jabs took mother to the ICU. 
father said, a woman's body isn't a subway to be plied with love always, 
sometimes, fist will be the only reminder to tell her you are the man of the 
house. 
father would be hanged for murder. 
 
 i didn't know mother's body would paperclip my tongue with grief, 
from there, i learnt grief has a way of wringing joy from bodies: 
my head became a townhouse for memories that wear me a flannel of fire. 
it took my body a year to be kissed my downpour. 
 
i found love on the street of lagos. 
my lover has doe eyes like mother, 
although mother's sprawled out from too many teardrops. 
sister said she looked like mother. 
 
i never knew i was hosting father inside me until my sister screamed daddy 
when i slapped my girlfriend for nagging. 
then i knew, it took companionship for me to see what i have grown to 
become. 
fathers, which heirlooms are you passing to your sons? 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Ifenaike Michael Ayomipo is a young Nigerian writer who strongly believes in the mightiness of the pen 
despite its size. (ifenaikeayangbemi@gmail.com) 
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ODE TO MY FATHER'S RIGHT PALM 
Osho Tunde (Nigeria) 

 
We are heavy with an envy for fishes -- 
how they dart along the soul of waters. 
I and my street friends 
try to be fishes this boiled afternoon, 
Stars of tomorrow in a green body of water, 
 river berger, far from their parents' eyes. 
 
One of my father's shadows walks by, 
nabs us into his eyes, wide 
as a fisherman's net. 
We walk. He walks at the back 
of our small heads. 
My chest, a fast music playing in a bar. 
We walk. Home walks towards us. 
All my fingers on my head 
in fear of my father's red eyes. 
Everyone dropping on their father's palms, 
My father's right palm, a storm on my face, 
opening the flood gate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Osho Tunde is a Nigerian writer who turns to poetry to break the silence of his body. His work is 
forthcoming in Conscio and others. His haiku recently made the Babishai Niwe 2020 haiku long list. 
(oshotundeofficial@gmail.com) 
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For a passing King 
Oni Tomiwa (Nigeria) 

 
Tonight,  
The streets are lined with 
Lights 
And flowers, for your passage. 
The elder ones on the tribal tree are roused 
From timeless rest by your homecoming roar. 
The boat travels through a still pond. 
The boat travels through a still pond. 
And here, your throne remains, 
Occupied by nothing, but the shadow of your passing. 
Yesterday, you sat to speak wisdom, 
Tonight is a night full of echoes. 
Memory, they say is not a flowery place, 
But memories of you are like 
Fragrance/Hope/Light/Colours. 
Tripartite like the Godhead, 
You came with a pen to write tomorrow, 
A feet to dance the black dance, 
A hand to plant the universal tree. 
And you wrote. And you danced. And you planted. 
After the Switch, they say spirits roam the world. 
And in your sleep, you are still king. So roam freely, 
Egypt, Benin, Ashanti, America, Atlantic 
Freetown, Wakanda . . . Roam the earth unhindered. 
Roam the earth with entourages of Dora Milajes, 
Roam the earth with history on your back. 
If you must cry, cry with your face  in the past, 
There is no tears, in the tomorrow you made. 
T'Challa . . . 
Tonight 
The streets are lined with 
Light. 
Vibranium. 
Incense. 
For your passing.  
Look back and smile, because Wakanda lives.  
Forever. 

 
__________________________ 
Oni Tomiwa is a lover of every art form and an amateur nature photographer. He resides and writes in 
Osogbo, Osun State. He has been published in Praxis Magazine, Kalahari Review, and Africanwriter, 
among other literary journals. 
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NOT THAT I HAD ANY CHOICE 
Temitope Ologbonyo (Nigeria) 
 
I was running.  
 
Behind me, I could hear the police man that had beaten me shout in a thick 
accented pidgin English.  
"Stop there!  Criminal. He don thief." 
 
I willed my legs to run faster. My house was just around the corner. If only 
I could lose the policeman.  
I ran past my house, with the policeman tailing me. He was a fat short 
fellow with wobbly knees and a protruding stomach. I knew there was no 
way he would catch me. But that wasn't the time to feel too confident.  
 
I lived in neighborhood whose houses were identical and stacked together 
like puzzle pieces. I was able to navigate through it because I had spent 
most of my life there and knew every alley like the back of my palm. The 
policeman however, was a stranger and soon, I lost him.  
 
When I reached home, I was exhausted and had cuts all over my body 
from the many falls I had while running.  
Almost immediately, I heard a gasp behind me. I turned. 
 
"What happened to you Seun?" 
It was my mother. She was seated on the only chair in the room. Her right 
hand was on the cane which always bore her weight whenever she walked 
around. 
 
She stood up and walked towards me. She wasn't old,  but she was frail 
looking. Her body swayed as she moved. It was almost as if those knees of 
hers wouldn't be able to carry her any further. She was in the third  stage of 
cervical cancer and was already a shadow of her old self.  But she was also 
strong. With determination, she willed herself to walk till she came to 
stand in front of me.  
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She raised her left hand her right hand to touch the bruises which were on 
my face. I didn't wince. I didn't want her to think I was in pains. It would 
break her heart further.  
 
"What happened?" 
 
"I went shopping." 
 
It was true. I went shopping with no money in a closed shop. I wasn't lucky 
though. The door to the shop had an alarm system which went off 
immediately I broke in.  
 
"You were stealing again." 
It wasn't a guess. She knew. 
As I brought my eyes to her face, I saw her frail eyes looking sad. That was 
enough to break my heart. I instantly regretted my actions. But, there was 
nothing I could do. Damn corona, damn this lockdown.  
I smiled and hugged her. She lifted her hand and hugged me back.  
 
No words needed to be said anymore. Deep down, I guess we both knew 
there was no other way to survive in this period where corona virus raged 
war against humans and survival at any cost was paramount. Even if that 
survival meant dropping my morals and stealing to provide at least a meal 
once a day for my mother. The last thing I wanted was for her to die on me 
during this lockdown as a result of hunger. 
 
I stole, not that I had any choice though. I had no family to turn to for 
money. And the lockdown had affected my mother's stall in the market 
which I was managing till I got admitted into the university.  
   
I didn't mind being beaten by those security men, or arrested by the police.  
I would happily risk everything and go out again tomorrow as long as it 
meant getting food for my sick mother to eat. 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Temitope Ologbonyo is lover of literature and a student of Alex Ekwueme Federal University, Ndufu 
Alike, Ikwo, Ebonyi State.  
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RAIN 
Pere Risteski (Struga, North Macedonia) 
 
 
autumn rain 
Erik Satie 
and me 
 
how many rain drops 
are falling on earth? 
spring equinox 
 
marital quarrel 
the continuous sprinkles 
of slight rain 
 
dawn 
it rains 
and rains 
 
light murmur 
it rains 
cats and dogs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Pere Risteski is born 1977, Struga, North Macedonia. He writes haiku and he has published 7 books with 
haiku poetry. He lives in Ohrid, North Macedonia. pereristeski@yahoo.com 
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Autumn's glory 
Marilyn Ward (Scunthorpe, UK) 
 
yellow roses 
another year 
of sweet memories 
 
red berets  
in the public park... 
pelargoniums 
 
autumn breeze 
a spider and dewdrops 
sway together 
 
shortening days . . .  
the yellow and brown 
of a bracken's curl 
 
a frozen leaf -- 
i wander the lanes 
of wonderland 
 
Red bartsia . . .  
the carder bumblebee  
stretches its tongue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________ 
Marilyn Ward is 68 and a retired social education support worker for adult learning disabilities, Married 
with three children, seven Grandchildren and one Great Grandson. She lives in Scunthorpe Lincolnshire 
England and has been writing poetry for five years and the last three years concentrating on haiku.  Her 
works have appeared in Plum Tree Tavern, Hedgerow, Frogpond,  Poetry- Pea,  Freshout Magazine and 
Cattails. She also had a haiku selected to appear at the Bristol Museum along with a Japanese artwork. 
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SPRING PILGRIMS 
Goran Gatalica (Virovitica, Croatia) 

 
 
walking at dusk... 
a traveling seller of silks 
follows spring moon 
 
abandoned baby 
in the spring shadow  
of the cathedral wall 
 
spring pilgrims 
walking in the shadow  
of a dark bridge 
 
spring heat spike... 
the forest ants walk 
in rapid strides 
 
mother's loneliness... 
purple on the edge of night 
her first peonies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________ 
Goran Gatalica was born in Virovitica, Croatia, 1982. He was awarded both physics and chemistry 
degrees from the University of Zagreb, and proceeded directly to a PhD program after graduation. He 
has published poetry, haiku, and prose in literary magazines, journals, and anthologies.  He is a member 
of the Croatian Writers’ Association. ggatalica982@gmail.com 
 

mailto:ggatalica982@gmail.com
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Temple Times 
Lakshmi Iyer (Kerala, India) 
 
 
banyan tree 
cradles of hopes 
swinging by 
 
temple bell 
echoes further 
and farther down 
 
old temple - 
the wicks burning 
its history 
 
summer break - 
a lotus, two swans and kids 
in the temple pond 
 
stand-by shops 
perfumes and scents 
lingering on the steps 
 
old well . . . 
the archaeologist’s feet  
counting the steps 
 
night prayer 
the families with their 
mango moons 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Lakshmi Iyer, a homemaker stays in God's own country, Kerala in India. In 2017 she came across ' haiku 
'and ventured into the various genres of haikai world. Her haiku has found place in few of the anthology 
and journals. In her free time, she's busy teaching Vedas to many aspirants.  
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Essence 

After Pamilerin Jacobs 
 

Timi Sanni (Nigeria) 

 
I walk into a cave on the edge of gloom 
and my body —consumed by shadows, 
lets out smoke as a prayer to the heavens. 
 
They say darkness cannot coexist with light, 
my crater-filled body —a moon against the night 
is a testament to this paradox.     Memory: 
 
I once learned that the lights that twinkle 
from stars are lost in the expanse of light years, 
that time still holds the light of a fallen star. 
 
But a boy does not have to travel through time 
to be lost. I burn everyday, every reincarnation 
bearing the faux promise of a final death 
 
& today, I take another step into this cave, 
searching for light at its end, as every step 
eats my body into a memory of dusts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Timi Sanni is a writer, literary enthusiast and Muslim literature advocate. He is studying Biochemistry at 
Lagos State University. His work appears or is forthcoming in Radical Art Review, Cypress: A Literary 
Journal, Down River Road Journal, The Open Culture Collective, Serotonin Magazine, Odd Magazine, 
Macro Magazine, X-R-A-Y Literary Journal, Drinking Gourd Journal, Ice Floe Press and others. He is the 
winner of the SprinNG Poetry Contest 2020 and the Fitrah Review Short Story Prize 2020. He is a reader 
for Liminal Transit Review and an editor at Kalopsia Literary. Find him on twitter @timisanni 
(sannioluwatimileyin03@gmail.com) 
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me against the world 
(for & after 2pac makeveli)  
 

Kei Vough Korede (Nigeria) 
 
 

in survival,  
 

depression is inevitable & suffering is 
 

optional/ 
 

the world is a quagmire of pain/but/i do 
 

not remember a time it wasn't 
 

& how do i fight my demons? 
 

say, a teaspoon of grief & i open the albums 
 

of memories  
 

while the past carries me in high tides of  
 

ordeals 
 

as i sit by the radiogram, listening to 2pac 
 

paints the walls with his feelings  
 

say, i feel the world on my shoulder & i give them the cold shoulder  
 

because the world is not just a shawl of 
 

deception  
 

but also a suitor worthy of a cold reception 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kei Vough Korede, Human, Boy, 20, Worldly, African, Nigerian, Yoruba, Certified Marlian, Musicologist, 
is a poet who also writes under the Pseudonym 'Kei Vough'. He loves to explore the theme of women 
abuse, grief and depression. koredekakaaki@gmail.com 
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nameless  
Adeniran, Joseph (Nigeria) 

 
to every word that  
breaks before flying  
to everybody that surface before dying  
to every hands that made a body beautiful. 
a body turning into the image of light  
you give name to what has a face  
mother calls us by our first name into the room  
she said we must learn to create a name when our face 

gets broken. this is not a breaking news: but a butterfly  
will die in your throat, and you will call it a ritual                
everything had once been given a name                         
do not be carried away, a pencil can still be nameless  
if we cannot trace it back to its shape.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adeniran, Joseph is a student of Bowen University, Iwo, Osun State. Nigeria— poet, writer, and a critic to 
Humanity. His Poem "Home in Bottles of Fear" was shortlisted among the Top 100 of The Nigerian  
Students Poetry Prize in 2018. His Poem "Songs of Dark Rooms" was shortlisted for Christopher Okigbo 
Students Poetry Prize in 2018.  While his Poem "Door" was also shortlisted among the Top 100 Of The 
Nigerian  Students Poetry Prize in 2019. His works have been featured/forthcoming on ACEworld 
Magazine, Kalahari Review, Parousia Magazine, African Writers, Barren Magazine, 8 poems, and 
elsewhere. He believes in the power of words — healing. He hails from Oyo, Ibadan. Nigeria.  
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For the middle class salaried …. 
Radhamani sarma (India) 

  
The calendar in front frittering 
with numbers in red and black 
threatening you for marked days 
of more and more expenditure, 
 
it is a show piece decored with ads, 
earmarked with holidays and festivals, 
like the bright rim of saris or borders 
highlight the weaver and wearer more; 
 
for the diligent workaholic,  
more onerous deals and tasks, 
home is the care, need immeasurable 
his wards and dependents 
 
look to him, whether rain or reels, 
cold or cough, unless he races, 
his predicament on the verge of ruin, 
his middle class forte and pain; 
 
at the end of day, his body flat 
on sofa, apology for dinner, 
has a gift of dream, thanking 
God for all these showers; 
 
I read him form the  corner, 
“What would be predicament 
of pavement dweller, why this?” 
 
we   both opine  
  
___________________________ 
Radhamani Sarma, a student of Ethiraj college, Chennai did B.A. English Literature, Obtained  M.A. 
From Venkateswara Univesity, Tirupati, specialized n the plays of W.H. Auden for her doctoral thesis 
from the University of Madras.Obtained PGDTE from CIEFL from Hyderabad. Served in Pachaiyappa's 
college, Retired professor of English, with 31 years of teaching experience, published four Books of poems 
and one book of short story , widely published and anthologized, Reviewer  and critic.  She blogs at 
[Pearlradhe.blogspot.in] and [pearlradhe.wordpress.com] 
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Adekola Olalekan Harun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
WORDATIVE 
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Adekola Olalekan Harun 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
CROSS-BRIDGE 
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Adekola Olalekan Harun 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
QUADRANGLE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Adekola Olalekan Harun is a content developer, freelance writer, phone-photographer, and 
chief executive officer of staying in dark corners. To him, writing is meditation, photography is 
light and he allows these tools tell tales of how much the world affects us all. When he writes 
and takes pictures, he wants it to be beautiful, that he can gift it as a gift, the way an artist 
would give you a sketch. 
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Finding More while Searching for One: A Review of Ibrahim 
Olalere's Poetic Nikaah by Taofeek Ayeyemi 
(Paperback available on [http://Ibrahimolalere.disha.page] while digital copy is available on Amazon, 
Okadabooks and Litereso) 

 
“In the beginning, there was no light” is the explosive and almost heretic one-
liner that introduces us into Poetic Nikaah. This among other norm 
benders shows the weirdness and creativeness of the author's mind; 
another is “The fault is in our hearts, not the stars81.”  
 
All these, blended with well-placed Yoruba parables, collectively makes 
the narrative sit unflinchingly in reader's mind. Among the parables are 
some two chockablock in a sentence: “Maami used to shush me to stupor 
saying our walls have hidden ears and birds always has snoopy reasons for resting 
on our roof” which are from "o ̀giri létí" and "orò leye ń gbo, eye ò dédé bà 
lórùlé" respectively. 
 
It has been said that to know whether a story has its worth, readers should 
look out for the first twenty pages; and on getting to the 20th page of Poetic 
Nikaah, I found the book unputdownable, and myself sliding and sliding 
and sliding until I touched down on the last page in the space of twenty-
four hours. 
 
On page 22, I had my first heavy laughter from the reaction of Neez to her 
two new classmates, and other pages give me various types of smiles and 
laughter, the timid, the volcanic and others in between. While I read on, 
page 47 pushed me to my first empathic feeling over the predicament of 
Bilal, I was very close to tears. And on page 107, I got the greatest surprise 
of the novel, revealing an unimaginable truth over the Bilal we've been 
reading about so far. 
 
The mind-thumping intermission is in Chapter 10 and I felt like kicking Sir 
Nas out from in between the lovebirds. Although he came in peace, but to 
an empathetic reader who has thrown his weight behind Bilal, he appears 
villain. 
  
The truth of the story is that the characters are in search of things – while 
some are lost entities, others are been chased for their necessity in human's 
life. But there's a common spirit driving them all: love. And as you join the 
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characters in finding their artifacts, do not forget your own search: the 
Poetic Nikaah itself. 
 
In his narrative style, Ibrahim Olalere is humorous and generous with 
words, carefully crafting them like spiderwebs. He is down to earth in his 
description thus giving attention to details. And to keep the stories alive, 
there are prolonged and quick suspense punctuating the narration here 
and there. 
 
As you keep reading, the statement of Neez's father keeps coming to you: 
“Some like you are born Rebels… You just have to find a way to use who you are 
positively,” and you'll feel the need to kick out the radical “To hell with hell, 
sin feels like paradise” in readiness for positivity and submissiveness to 
righteous course. 
 
Ibrahim is in charge of his expression like a queen termite holding the 
dominion of its hill, he put before us a succinct headshot of Bilal with the 
following: 
 

“I made it in and out of the bathroom and then ironed my black 
striped shirt for the occasion – meeting the faculty President. I 
ordered every strand of my beards, hoping to hype their presence 
with each pull of my comb.” (pg. 29) 

 
Also with great command of language, he exhibits a great sense of humour 
while narrating an event on one of Nigeria's bad roads: 
 

“The bus engine made a lot of barking noises that kept interrupting 
the fluidity of my thoughts. As expected some female commuters 
complained, yelling at the old driver who seemed to only care 
about navigating the pothole infested road. I read his tribal marks 
from the right side of his cheeks – it was a blueprint of his way out 
of trouble; be bold and mature.” (pg. 64) 

 
It will be incomplete without sharing you the following funny dialogue 
between Bilal and Neez: 

 
Me?’ 

‘What? You have something against books?’ 
‘I …don’t know.’ 
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‘Damn! You’re boring.‘ 
‘You can say that again.’ 
‘Damn! You’re boring.’ she said, again           (pg. 67) 

 
You'll also find the following conversation interesting: 
 

What’s that Adhkar for someone wearing new clothes?’ His voice 
called me back 

 
 ‘uhn?’ I asked running back into my body. ‘Adhkar for new 
clothes.’ 

 
‘Ilbas jadeedan wa ‘ish hameedan wa mut shaheedan.’ I said with 
my breath accompanying each word stepping out of my memory. 
Mom used to make sure Khadijah and I say it to each other 
whenever we got new clothes. And at school, we learned many 
more; adhkar for anxiety, loss, rain, etcetera but, none included one 
you say when you think you’re falling in love83. (pg. 90) 

 
This is the spirit with which Poetic Nikaah treats its readers from versos to 
rectos: softly entertaining you as a way of softening the blow of emotional 
and heartbreaking scenes, and morally persuading you over displeasing 
events. 
 
In the youthful exuberance, young adults seek for freedom and often 
independence. When found, and while basking in its afterglow, they tend 
to flail between missing and hitting the targets of sanity and purpose 
because there's a way love takes you away: a coy you becomes care-free 
while displaying love and infatuation. The implication of such freedom is 
shared in the following expression: 
 

It was time for Asri and I hadn’t even prayed Zuhr. I knew I wasn’t 
taking my Solah seriously since my freedom from home. Besides, 
freedom was the only reason I could still hang out with Bilal after 
classes. Freedom felt safe, like a butterfly spreading its wings in the 
expanse of a belly. Freedom felt like love. And love felt like freedom. 
In my head, I had a beautiful sketch of his face and in there, I was 
free to raise my gaze. (pg. 84) 

 
Flowing from the various quoted paragraphs above, we'll be right to call 
Poetic Nikaah a poetically written prose. Every narrative is made in crispy 
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images employing symbolism, metaphor, simile among others. The 
following statement easily passes as my favourite in the book: 
 

“Bilal??’ She drew my name out of her memory like pulling a 
sword out of its sheath, not for war but to honor the return of a 
knight.” (pg. 144) 

 
Underscoring the whole narrative is a clear painting of our society the way 
it is, no litotes, no hyperbole; opening reader's mind to conversation which 
one may choose to agree or disagree with– this I doubt as a result of his 
brilliant and persuasive postulations. I've known Ibrahim Olalere for quite 
two years in the literary community, but with Poetic Nikaah, it feels like I 
now know him better and will love to say "it's nice meeting you, Bro." 
 
As you pick a copy of poetic Nikaah, look for a nurse whose legs were 
blessed with more melanin than the rest of her body, look for the wheels of 
giant rosaries, the wools mothers shed, two opposite souls dressed in 
bodily Anko, a belly confused between hunger and anger. But please, DO 
NOT jump into the pages I mentioned above, but simply open from page 0 
and keep munching, on and on like that. That's how to get your own true 
feeling from the story. 
 
Though he didn't end it with this, but he wrote it somewhere on the last 
page; permit me to conclude my review with the glad tidings that: "In the 
end, there was light. " 
 
 
________________________________ 
Ibrahim Olalere is a young Nigerian writer and product designer. He is a postgraduate student at the 
University of Lagos where he pursues his passion for science and its discoveries. Ibrahim, also known as 
Poesy, enjoys writing about love and life using Islam as spectacles. In 2015, his interest in prose and 
poetry led him to start Poesy Writers, a platform where he shares support with other young indigenous 
and international writers. His poems, short stories and designs have been featured in the Youth’s Pen 
magazine of the Muslim Students Society of Nigeria, blogs, brands and in the making of art catalogues. 
 
_________________________________ 
Taofeek Ayeyemi fondly called Aswagaawy is a Nigerian lawyer and writer. His works are featured 
and/or forthcoming in Tuck Magazine, The Quills, Cicada's Cry, Akitsu Quarterly, Stardust Haiku, 
Modern Haiku, Failed Haiku, Frogpond, Cattails, Seashores, Presence, The Mamba and elsewhere. He 
won honorable mention prize in the 2020 Stephen A. Dibiase Poetry Prize, 2020 Akita International Haiku 
Contest, 2020 Fujisan Taisho Tanka Contest, First prize in 2018 PoeticWednesday Poetry Contest and First 
Runner-up in 2016 Christopher Okigbo Poetry Prize among others. His books Tongueless Secrets (Ethel 
Press) and aubade at night or serenade in the morning (Flowersong Press) are forthcoming in 2021. He 
tweets @Aswagaawy 
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BELIEVE THAT YOUR DREAMS ARE VALID: AN INTERVIEW 
SESSION WITH AGBAJE AYOMIDE by Dotun Adido 
 
Agbaje Ayomide, popularly referred to as Agbaje City was born and bred in Ekiti state Nigeria. 
He is a media entrepreneur, Freelance editor, content writer and publishing consultant. His 
literary works have been published over the years on online blogs, news groups, and digital 
magazines among many others. He received professional training from Alieen Getty school of 
citizen Journalism, Jordan and elsewhere. Agbaje is a member of the Global Young Journalists 
Association (GYJA), Nigerian Union of Campus Journalist (NUCJ), and has worked with 
several prestigious organizations such as OPAB Global consults, Pison books and Melisma 
creations. He is currently the founder of a skill building organization called Upskill writing, 
which helps writers to maximize their potentials. With a lot of writing accolades and 
achievements, Ayomide is one of Nigeria's young and leading promising writers to look out for. 
 
To begin with, we will like to know 
some things about you; your 
background, growing up and why and 
how you became a writer and how long. 
 
Well, my background was not a 
particularly rosy one. I was born and 
bred in a suburb in Ekiti State. And 
against all economic odds, I strived hard 
to access quality education — all thanks 
to the determination and persistence of 
my dear parents. Even though some 
things were far-fetched while growing 
up, my family was really fulfilled. We 
were content with all what we made do 
with. And our values have been deeply 
rooted in the essence of a good name, 
hard work, excellence, selflessness and 
contentment. Those fond childhood 
memories still linger. The experiences, 
lessons, mistakes, friendships and 
passion for excellence of those years 
have come to shape me so much. 
 
My writing potential had always been 
there, even right from those days. Just 
waiting for the right opportunity to 
harness itself on a larger scale. Writing 
was one of those things I wanted to do. 
And also had to do. As far as I can 
remember, I was an obsessive lover of 

words. And I found so much comfort, 
knowledge, fulfillment and exposure in 
learning them and also reading books. 
So, I can safely say I didn't really 
discover my passion for writing. It was 
only an imploding potential. It was 
something I knew I would start doing. 
However, in the real sense, I started 
writing deliberately in 2015 with great 
aplomb. And since then, 5 years down 
now, it's been a challenging yet fulfilling 
journey of rediscovering myself, seeking 
a unique identity and growing 
tremendously. 
 
And besides my undying love for words, 
developed through the books I read 
while growing up, I became a writer by 
something much more: the drive to 
catalyze impact on people no matter 
how little,  to reach out to the depth of 
minds and contribute a part of myself to 
the world in the form of quality ideas, 
deep insights and creative solutions. 
 
 
What writing style do you find easy to 
pull out? How do you work and what 
inspires your work? 
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My writing style largely depends on the 
kind of writing I am doing and the 
desired effect I want the work to achieve. 
Irrespective of my choice of words and 
structure of sentence, I always bring 
forth a distinctive creative voice making 
use of storytelling and lacing my 
expressions with fine metaphors to 
paint resonating imageries in readers' 
minds. Generally, my writing style is 
the blend of personal touches, figurative 
devices, intriguing dialogues and 
relatively short sentences. 
 
As a writer, I work best remotely — 
largely owing to the flexible work hours 
and work-life balance this affords. And I 
achieve an optimum productivity level 
mostly in the wee hours of any morning. 
This is when I feel energized enough 
and I am always in the right frame of 
mind — as such enhancing a free flow 
of ideas and inspiration when writing. 
However, I freewrite the first draft, 
sometimes spontaneously, just any time 
of day — particularly when a volatile 
idea suddenly strikes or after a 
brainstorming session to put together 
my thoughts. I also work around some 
smart hacks and with digital tools to 
boost my productivity and efficiency. I 
often make use of Google Docs to write 
and edit; Grammarly for accurate spell-
check and plagiarism tests. Gmail to 
engage in correspondences with 
publishers and pitch stories and op-eds 
to them. Canva for cover designs. 
JotterPad to store content ideas and 
topics to write about — more like an 
idea bank for me to always choose from 
and explore. 
 
For short and simple writing works, I 
prefer to work on my mobile device. 
And my PC for some long-form essays. I 

also ensure my writing work has a 
structured schedule — by mapping out 
the involved processes and outline. And 
stick to the allotted time for each — my 
phone's alarm helps to keep me on track 
regarding this. The key is to find and 
know the work process that truly works 
for one best and stick to it. 
 
What inspires my work? Just anything 
memorable and of real consequence and 
significance. And many things: People I 
have interacted with. Places I have 
visited. Personal experiences I have had. 
The books and articles I have read. And 
most importantly, my core beliefs and 
philosophies. All these greatly inspire 
my writing works and have a large 
bearing on them. 
 
 
How many works have you written so 
far? Where have your works been 
published and contests won? 
 
So far, over the past 4 years, I have 
written about 100 published articles 
extensively centered on issues 
surrounding politics, socio-economic 
issues, public policies, professional 
growth, and personal development. I 
have also had the chance of getting my 
works appear on reputable media 
platforms and leading national 
newspapers like The Punch, The Nation, 
ThisDay, TheCable, Punocracy, The 
Scribe Post, Modern Ghana and a host 
of others. Also, I have won a number of 
essay contests — relatively few when 
compared to the total number of 
contests I have entered. The most recent 
one was earning the first place at the 
2020 Opera News Essay Contest for 
Nigerian student journalists. And yes, I 
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also made the longlist of the Punocracy 
Prize for Satire — a cherished win, too. 
 
 
How do you relax? What do you like to 
read in your free time and how do you 
find time to write? 
 
I like to take a lot of rest and also break 
in between writing to unwind with 
other things of interest. Like listening to 
music, chit-chatting with anyone around, 
just being in a reflective mood or surfing 
Twitter to catch up on hot conversations. 
This is how I relax. Because, you know, 
writing can most times be draining and 
you shouldn't burn yourself out. 
Sometimes, I also embark on a partial 
hiatus to disengage from active writing 
and pursue other interests — which, 
however, will still get me to write 
something. 
 
Also, I like to read articles in my free 
time on weekdays and books on 
weekends. And they are mostly in my 
emerging areas of interest — finance, 
business, cryptocurrencies and policies. 
Yes, I still read biographies and books 
on personal development. I catch up on 
the news, too.  
 
How do I find time to write? I know this 
is what many people struggle with. I do, 
too. From juggling with a 9-5, academics, 
professional engagements, facing a 
tough situation or more. But I think the 
best approach is to build an internal 
mechanism for consistent practice and 
writing routine — such that no matter 
how your day looks, you will always 
have to write and find the time for it. 
And above all, it's important to follow 
through with what your ideal process is. 
Which is what I try to do here. I have a 

column I write every week. So, I try to 
figure out what I need to write about 
first. And set a goal with a deadline for 
the writing process. And then, try to 
avoid distractions, focus well, write 
faster and stay accountable. 
 
What projects are you working on at 
the moment? 
 
Apart from my column and the projects 
I manage for the organisations I work 
for, I currently work on my start-up 
project, Upskill Writing. I lead a young, 
dynamic, mission-driven, talented and 
diverse team of co-founders and 
colleagues. Through this project, we are 
committed to leveraging technology, 
innovation and collaboration to bridge 
the writing skills gap by creating 
sustainable, value-driven solutions to 
youth unemployment and increase 
access to quality and hands-on writing 
skills training. Over the next ten years, 
we aim to have impacted over 500,000 
young people and particularly women 
across communities and remote areas 
and as such foster socio-economic 
prosperity. 
 
 
Who are your favourite authors and 
writers, and what led to the favoritism? 
 
I don't exactly have favourite authors, I 
only have favourite books. Well, 
perhaps because those I consider my 
favourite authors are really not any of 
the famous writers many love and adore. 
But I sure and seem to have some 
certain authors in my circle I deeply 
admire and respect.  
 
Fidelis Ola tops this roll. More than ever 
and often than not, he comes across not 
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only as the quintessential writer I 
wanted to be, but also the exemplary 
kind of leader I had to be. I was 
privileged to work with him during my 
barely three-year stint at Pison Books. 
His influence on me and support for my 
writings were so profound. Seyi 
Babalola and Victor Kalalanda closely 
follow. The former is a young Nigerian 
author of many amazing books, while 
the latter is the first ghostwriter ever in 
Zambia. They also double as my 
associates and writers whose works I so 
much revere and keenly observe. 
TheseThese trio all inspire me with the 
work they do and their meteoric rise in 
the writing sphere.  
 
 
What is the hardest thing and what are 
the challenges you have faced as a 
writer vis-à-vis your achievements? 
 
One's path in the writing sphere can be 
hard to navigate. Yes, I had my fair 
share of many challenges, too. The 
major ones I had to face were getting 
rejections, making mistakes and 
adapting to criticisms. But I learnt to 
embrace them early. And on the flipside, 
they helped me grow so much, and 
served as springboards that catapulted 
me into my achievements today. 
Whenever I think of the challenges I 
have faced in my journey, it reminds me 
of how much I have grown as a writer 
and also stayed on this curve and to the 
passion over the years. Today, the story 
has changed a bit. From moving to get 
published, running a weekly column on 
an online newspaper and serving as the 
judge of a Pan-African essay 
competition. 
 
 

What are your ambitions for your 
writing career and where do you see 
yourself in 5 years' time? 
 
I am on the path to achieving one of my 
ambitions for my writing career. And 
that is the social company I am building 
to last with my amazing team — Upskill 
Writing. I believe the vision is bigger 
than us and it has the immense potential 
to impact young people across Africa 
and make them better at the craft. In the 
next 5 years, I see myself paying it 
forward and giving back: funding and 
supporting other young writers and 
professionals to thrive with resources, 
mentorship and opportunities. 
Increasing the sphere of my impact. 
Doing feature journalism stories to 
amplify voices, and getting them 
published on international media 
platforms. And probably complete 
writing a book. 
 
 
What advice would you give to 
aspiring and emerging writers? 
 
Dare to have big dreams, no matter 
what they are. And passionately gear 
efforts to pursue them. Be very willing 
to work hard and also follow through 
the process. You want to be a best-
selling author of a page-turner or 
blockbuster novel? You want to own a 
leading blog in your niche? You want 
your writings to appear on top-tier 
publications, international literary blogs 
or newspapers? You want to bag 
awards, scoop prizes, win contests or 
earn big bucks from writing? Or you 
want to build a large fan base of readers 
for your writings on social media? Any 
dream. Just any. Believe that your 
dreams are valid. Be impact-driven. 
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And have the courage to work towards 
them. 
 
Most importantly, try to fall in love with 
your writing journey in itself. Don't 
worry about instant gratification. Be 
willing to pay the price of diligence, 
learn the ropes from others and be 
patient enough to watch it pay off for 
you in the long term. And yes, share 
your works. Shove that you're a writer 
on people's faces. Proclaim that to the 
world. Strategically position yourself. 
Enhance your visibility on whatever 
terrain that you're in. Also, network 
with other writers, but don’t compare 
yourself to them. Run your own race. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How can our readers discover more 
about you and read more of your work? 
 
I share thoughts and ideas on my 
Medium page. This is where many can 
discover and read my most personal 
writings. And perhaps on Twitter and 
LinkedIn, too. You can read this feature 
to know about the work I do with 
Upskill Writing. Thank you so much for 
having me. 
 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About the Interviewer_______ 
Dotun Adido is a young adult fiction writer, Fashion editor, column writer, content creator, 

strategist and advert personnel. Whenever he is not writing or doing any other creative activity, 

he reads and watches a lot of teenage fiction novels and movies. Connect with the writer 

@Dotun Lite on facebook and Instagram. Email address- oladotunsholaadido@gmail.com 
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Martins Deep 

 
______________________ 
Martins Deep is a Nigerian poet & photographer. He is passionate about documenting muffled stories of 
the African experience in his poetry & visual art. Writing from Kaduna, or whichever place he finds 
himself, the acrylic of inspiration that spills from his innermost being tends to paint various depictions of 
humanity/life in his environment. His creative works have appeared, or are forthcoming on Barren 
Magazine, Chestnut Review, Mineral Lit Mag, Agbowó Magazine, Writers Space Africa, Typehouse 

Literary Magazine, The Alchemy 
Spoon, Dream Glow, The Lumiere 
Review, Variant Literature, & 
elsewhere. He is also the brain 
behind Shotstoryz Photography 
and can be reached on Twitter: 
@martinsdeep1. Email 
Address: musette777@gmail.com 
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